CleanFreak® Endoscope Transport Pad
Introducing the CleanFreak® Endoscope Transport Pad.
Simplify transport from procedure to reprocessing.

The CleanFreak Endoscope Transport Pad is a convenient post-procedure solution for handling endoscopes and other accessories.

**Convenient Design**
The CleanFreak Endoscope Transport Pad quickly unfolds to 40” x 29” with a flexible drape design suitable for use on large and small surfaces.

**Safe, Smart Transport**
After the procedure, cinching the strings on both ends of the pad will convert it into a leak-proof bag for transporting equipment for reprocessing.

The plastic liner features absorbent padding to contain fluids, and is sized generously to ensure the endoscope is not coiled too tightly during transport.

**CleanFreak® Endoscope Transport Pad**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part No.</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Qty/Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1201-90</td>
<td>40” x 29”</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Single-use, non-sterile.

**Supports SGNA Guidelines** for Infection Control
- Transport the soiled endoscope to the reprocessing area in a closed container
- Containers, sinks, and basin should be large enough that the endoscope will not be damaged by being coiled too tightly.

*Standards of Infection Control in Reprocessing of Flexible Gastrointestinal Endoscopes, SGNA © 2012*

Learn more from your personal product representative at 800-558-6408 or Medovations.com
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